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1. Introduction 

日xplora加'ryResearch on the Change of 

Students' Communication Strategies in 

aC∞'perative Learr註ngEFLClass
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Coope1'ative lea白血19is a group activ均To1'ganized so that lea1'ning is 

dependent on socially structured in groups， and in which each leame1' is held 

a∞ountableゐl'his 01' he1' own learning (Olsen & Kagan， 1992). In a 

cooperative learning EFL classes， the students willleam how ω∞mmumca句

with others in various ways， and then they w丑llea1'nωfitinto society. 

On the other hand， communication means getting our message across， and 

it is al田 acontinuous process of expression， interpretation， and negotiation of 

meaning (Savignon， 1983). However， focusing on meaning， the meaning we 

intend and the meaning we convey are often not the same (Savignon， 1983). 

Thereおお， we can depend on symbolic 1'epresentation in o1'd日rto compensate 

fo1' the gap， fo1' example in written 01' spoken wo1'ds， gestures， design， colo1'， 

movement， 01' sound (Savignon， 1983). It can be said that these symbolic 

representations are a part of communication strategies. 

On referring to the furthe1' studies mentioned above， the autho1' verifies 

how cooperative learning was realized among the students， and then whethe1' 

coope1'ative learning will have an influence on the changes of the students' 

communication stratβgies in the ex-peri立lentalclasses. Then， the autho1' will 

suggest the implications fo1' furthe1' c∞pe1'ative learning EFL teaching. 

2. LIterature 1'8吋.ew

2.1 Cooperative learning 

Simply placing students in groups， and telling them ωwor・kωgetherdo 

not result in ∞operative effort. Acco1'ding to Johnson and Johnson (1987)， 

when teachers have real expertise in using ∞operative learning， they will 

structure the長)llowingfive essential components into instructional activities: 
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tエ)Positive intelllependen(田
Positive interdependence is the perception that students are linked with 

other group members in such a way that one student cannot succeed unless 

they all do (Johnson et al.， 1990). In other words， each student will have 

responsibilities to help other group members in orderωachieve the goal. 

思)Face ton注田prowotiveinteraction 

Once teachers establish positive interdependence， they need to maximize 

the opportunity for students ωpromote each other's success by helping， 

supporting， encouraging， and praising each other's effo抗sωlearn(Johnson & 

Johnson， 1987). 

(3) lndividual accountabi1ity 

Individual accountability ex.ists when the perゐrmanceof each individual 

student is assessed， and the results are given back to the group and the 

individual (Johnson & Johnson， 1987). It is important that the group 

members know who needs more assistance， support， and encouragement in 

completing the assignment. It is also important that group members know 

that they cannot 宙itchhike" on the work of others. 

(4) Social skiDs 

Thachers must teach students some social skills like turn.taking， listening 

to other's opinion， self帽assertion，∞mpromising，and so on (Johnson et al.， 

1990). 

出)GJ'Oup pJ'OC8ssing 

Group proωssing ex.ists when group members discuss how well they are 

achieving their goals， and maintaining effective working relationships 

(Johnson et al.， 1990). Groups need to describe what members' actions are 

helpful and unhelpful， and make decisions about what behaviors to∞ntinue， 

orchange. 

However， some∞operative researchers suggest that it would be d.ifficult to 

include the above elements in a class because of time management ofthe class. 
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Even iftβachers attempt ωinclude those elements in a class， some elements 

would be realized， but others would be neglected， because the tβachers might 

not leave students enough time ωdo the activities including the other 

elements. 

2.2 Communication strategies 

Communication strategies are ways to express the meaning in a second 

foreign language， by a learner who has a limitβd command of the language 

(Richards et al.， 1992). In tηring to∞mmunicate， a learner may have め make

up for a lack of knowledge of grammar， 01' vocabulary. 

There are seve1'al categorized systems 0島ring taxonomies of 

communication strategies. The following st1'ategies can apply to any level of 

the language， that is， lexis， phonological， grammatical， 01' p1'agmatic (Tarone， 

1977): 

(1) Avoidance 

Avoidance is a st1'ategy that the learne1' gives up aωpic， 01' abandons a 

s叩pe舵ci述伍cme白s回 g伊e(侶B也s&Bar泳k王品E

(2) Parapm沼se

Pa1'aph1'ase is an exp1'ession of the meaning of a wo1'd 01' p祉 aseusing 

othe1' wo1'ds 01' ph1'ase， 0氏enin an attempt to make the meaning easie1' to 

unde1'stand (Richa1'ds et al.， 1992). 

(3)凸.nscioustran必r

Conscious t1'ansfe1' is the delibe1'ate use of L1， fo1' example， by lite1'ally 

t1'anslating an L1 exp1'ession (Ellis & Ba1'khuizen， 2005) 

ば)Appeals [01. aぉistance

Appeals fo1' assistance is asking fo1' aid from the inte1'locuωl' eithe1' directly， 

fo1' example，明弓latdo you call...?'， 01' indirectly， fo1' example rising intonation， 

pause， eye contact， and puzzled expression (Tarone， 1981). 
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(5) Mime 

Mime is a movement of the face or body， which communicates meaning， 

such as nodding the head ωmean agreement (Richards et al.， 1992). 

3. Research questions 

The author set up the following research questions: 

RQ1: How was cooperative lear百ingwas realized among the students in EFL 

class? 

RQ2:W辺∞operativelearning change students'∞mmunica位onstrategies in 

EFLclass? 

4.Me出od

4.1 Sulポects

Subjects are freshmen of a Japanese national university (N=33; 27 males 

and 6 females).官leybelong ωthe faculties of engineering and agriculture. 

They tβok Pre-TOEFL before entering the university， because the university 

reqUIlモdall freshmen to take that test in order ωjudge their English ability， 

and then they will be divided into three classes: advanad， intermediate， and 

beginner's classes.官lesubjects in this study were judged at the intermedia鈴

level 合omthe results ofPre-τ'OEFL. 

In the experimental classes， the subjects were divided into eight groups by 

drawing lots， and then the groups had not been broken up until the end of the 

experimental classes. Then， on analyzing data， the author chose one炉 開P

企~om the eight groups， and analyzed the intβraction of the group students (the 

author w辺 describethe group as Group A in this paper). The rea田 nwhy he 

chose the group was that all members of the group had been attending the 

classes until the end of the experimental classes， and then the author∞uld 

analyze the continuous students' data. Group A consists of five students， and 

there arモ4males and 1 female in the group.τ'he author will referωeach 

male students as A1ωA4， and female student asA5 in this pape工

4.2 Material 

τ'he main tρpics of the experimental classes were relatβd to the problems 

of nuclear power generation caused by the 3.11 'lbhoku earthquake.τ'hese 
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topics were chosen form the textbook about Japan news written in English 

(K:imura， T.， 8aぬ， T.，&A叫 Y.(2013). .Better Headi昭島tおrJt伝的IgwithNHI(

WORLDNEJt忽Tokyo:Nan'四 "do)

4.3Prα:edure 

官1estudenお切ka total of eight coopera包velearning 肢も classes.In two of 

the experimental classes， the students carried out the 伊 stersession and the 

debate. They approached the problems of nuclear 伊 wergeneratlOn回 usedby the 

3.11 Tohoku earthquake in those ways (:反l8Figt泣可31). 

Figt四 1:The prc四 dω-eofthe e却 erimen匂1classes 

Prep"d沿ssesfo 
the poster 

(three times) 

4.4 Data analysis 

The post日r
sesS1011 

PI"etγclasses f01" 
the debate 

(three times) 
The debate 

On analyzing the students' cooperative learning and communication 

strategies， the author analyzed them by transcribing these students' 

in teraction， and analyzing video of the group. 

5. Results and analyses 

5.1 The students'α治perati.ve1e町混血g

Table 1 shows what cooperative learning elements were realized among 

the observed students: positive interdependence (PI)， face to faωpromoti.ve 

interaction (FFPI)， individual ac∞untab出匂/(弘)， social skills (88)， and group 

processing (GP). 

As can be seen in Table 1， most of the elements were realized among the 

students through the proωss of the exper泊 entalclasses. 80me classes did not 

have the group processing phase because of the experimenter's time 

constraむ1t.
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Table 1:羽市atcooperative leaming elements were realized among the 

students 

The five c∞perative leaming elements 

Dates ofthe class PI FFPI IA ss GP 

5/22 。 。 。 。
5/29 。 。 。 。
6/5 。 。 。 。
6/12 。 。 。 。 。
6/19 。 。 。 。 。
6/26 。 。 。 。
7/3 。 。 。 。 。
7/10 。 。 。 。 。

However， 印mec∞pera包velearning researchers suggest that it is actually 

difficultωo酪 rthe class that includes all c∞perative learning elements匂

students because of the limitation of class time. If teachers focus on the 

activities in the class， there is a possib出tythat group.rモview立19time would be 

sacrificedω 田 meextent. Therefore， it could be said that the classes which did 

not have the group processing phase functioned nevertheless as cooper叫 ive

learr山19.

Next， let us see how those elements we陀 realizedamong the Group A 

students in the activities. Extract 1 represents a part of the Group A students' 

intβraction in the poster session on June 12th， 2013. A1 was in trouble because 

he did not know how to say“Sei;i' in English. Then， the other group member 

A2 helpedA1 with saying“品以， in English. 

Extract 1: Positive interdependence and face to face promotive interaction 

were realized betweenA1 andA2 

A1:τbpic one， new energy. New energy is ah Japanese new ene湾yis talking 

and discuss about Japaneseなんだっけ政治政治は

A2:えーと government

A1:あ government'st∞k 
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Although A2 did not tell A1 correct meaning G..e. not“government"， but 

“politics")， it can be said that those students cooperated with each other in 

o1'der ωachieve the goal that they had ωintrodua listeners the topic they 

had learned. Therモfore，the author considers that positive interdependena 

andfaceωfaa promotive interaction were 1'ealized between those students in 

terms ofhelping othe1' group membe1's in need. 

The next extract represents a part of the scene of the English debate on 

July 10th， 2013. It was the question and answer period when another g1'oup 

student (01) asked a question to the Group A students. Although A1 would 

ask 01ωrestate the question more specifically， he stopped asking that 

halfway because he did not think of English expressions. At that time， other 

Group A students helped A1 immediately. 

Extract 2: Positive interdependence and faωωface promotive intβraction 

were realized among the Group A students 

1 01:え-cWhat'sえ-kind of alternative and renewable energyωkeep 

2 lives by now? Before 3.11. 

3 A1: Please one more say ah 

4 A3:.具体的に (helpedBl) 

5 A4: Concrete，∞ncrete (helped B 1) 

6 A1: Concretely 

Al could ask 01 to restate the question more spec巡回llydue ωthe assistance 

from other Group B members. On the other hand， A3 and A4 might think that 

helping A1 would lead their groupぬ success.Therefore， it can be said that 

positive interdependena and face七ofaa promotive interaction weぬ realized

among the Group A students. 

Although the author included白血eextracts that showed c∞perative 

learning was犯 alizedamong the Group A students， he found that the same 

cooperative learning was also realized among the other students 会omthe 

analyses of students' interaction. Moreover， positive int町 dependenceand faω 

to face promotive in匂ractionwere realized among the students especially in 

the group'exchange acti計七ylike the poster session， and the English debatβ. 
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The author∞nsiders that each student's accountability for the groupω 

succeed might have influence on realizing those elements in such activities. 

5.2The s同.den鈎'∞mmunicationstrategies 

The following tables show what ∞mmunication strategies the Group A 

students used in the activities where the students communicated with each 

other in English (Note. the abbreviations in the tables陀 presentasゐllows:

avoidance W， paraphrase (P)， conscious transfer (CT)， appeals for assistance 

仇FA)， and mime 伽)).

Table 2: The communication strategies Group A students used in the pOSter 

session on June 12th， 20日

Group A students 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

A5 

A 

O 

。

The ∞mmunication strategies 

P 

O 

CT 

O 

。
。

AFA 

O 

。

M 

0 

。

Table 3: The communication strategies Group A students used in the English 

debatβon June 19th， 2013 

The ∞mmunication strategies 

Group A students A P CT AF.I主 h在

A1 。 。
A2 。 。
A3 。 。 。
A4 

A5 。 。 。
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Table 4: The communication strategies Group A students used in the English 

debatβonJuly 3ぺ2013

Group A students 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

A5 

A 

The ∞mmunication strategies 

P CT 

。
。

AFA 

。。

M 

Table 5: The communication strategies Group A students used in the English 

debatβon July 10th， 2013 

Group A students 

A1 

A2 

A3 

A4 

A5 

A 

The communication strategies 

p CT AF注 M 

As can be seen in the above tables， the Group A students did not gradually 

use the communication strategies as the experimental classes progressed. 

Moreover， the author found that the students did not especially use the 

communication strategies to use puzzled expressions (appeals for assistance)， 

ωgive up stating the opinions (avoidance)， and to tell the ideas in Japanese 

(conscious transfer). 

Next， let us see how the Group A students used those communication 

strategies in the activiむesin detail. On analyzing the students' intβraction， 

the author will focus on A5， who often had the必節cultiesin expressing the 

opinions in English， but. improved her speaking skills until the end of the 

experimental classes. The following extract shows a part of the scene where 

A3 and A5 discussed what university entrana examinations should be 
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abolished in the English debate implemented on June 19th， 2013. In the 

following extract， A5 asked a question to A3. 

Extract 3: A5 used avoidance， conscious transfer， and appeals fo1' assistance in 

the English debatβ 

A1: Are there any questions? 

A5: (silence)んとえーと Doyou think thatえーと thep目的nえーと the

pe1'son なんだろう仏Fl~the person They di也、wantωenterenter笠

盆 (CT)

A3:うんうん

A5: Enter主藍(CT)the unive1'sity?分かんなし、仏)(silence)全然通じてない

よね

A5 triedωexpress what she wanted ωsay in English with showing appeals 

fo1' assistance仏FA)(see 1.3). Then， although A5 attempted to ask a question 

ωA3 in English， she translated an unknown wo1'd inωJapanese (“Gakubzi' 

means the departments at unive1'sities) (see 1.3-4). Moreover， A5 tried to ask 

the question ωA3 by using the words translatβdinωJapanese， but she gave 

up asking the question (see 1.6). Perhaps， A5 might not know the exp陀 ssions

ωexp1'ess what she wantβd to say in English any more at that time. 

However， the improvements ofA5's English speaking skill were con怠rmed

in the English debatβimplemented on July 10th， 2013. The statement was 

“Japan should ∞ntinueωuse nuclea1' power gener批 ion"，and then GroupA 

was in the negative side at that time. In the following extract， A5 asked a 

questionωone ofthe a伍rmativeside (02). 

Extract 4: A5 asked a question to 02 

A5: I have a questぬnaboutんと Howmuch is nuし、や nuclearpower 

generation cheape1' than other powe1' gene1'ations? 

02: One more please. 

A5:えと Howmuch isえ-nuclear power酔ne1'ationcheaper than othe1' 

powe1'僻ne1'ations?
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A5 cou1d ask the question to 02 with ∞I潤 ctgrammar (ωe 1.1~2 & 1.4~5). 

Although the length of the statβment A5 said was not so long， she seemed ω 

have confidenceω 叩eakEnglish more than befo1'e from the video 

observation. 

Although the autho1' described a few samples of the Gr咽'OupA students' 

interaction， a11 Group A students cou1d inte1'act with the ∞mpetitors in 

English， and nobody gave up stating the opinions halfway in the end of the 

experimental classes. To be honest， the experimenter did not give special 

instructionsωthose students. It can be considered that the students were 

conscious about their own weak points of English pelformance， and they 

might m止eeffortsωimprove their English performance by themselves， 01' 

sometimes by the group matβs' help in out of class 

6. Conclusion and imprecatiOllB 

On verifying the students' cooperative 1earning and communication 

strategies， the author chose one from eight grもupsas a sample， and then he 

analyzed their interaction. 

On veri今回gthe students' c∞perative 1earτling， the author found that 

most of the ∞operative elements were realized among the students. The 

企・equenciesof positive intβrdependence and faceωface promotive interaction 

were especia11y high in the group-exchange activities like the poster session 

and the English debate. Referringωthat point， the author considered that 

the cohesion of the group members would be enhanced in such activities， and 

each student's accountab出匂rfor the group to succeed might haveな泊uenaon

realizing those elements. 

The author expects that positive interdependence and faωto faω 

promotive interaction w辺 especiallypromo匂 thestudents' leaming. That is 

because even a 1ess competent leamer may be able ぬsucceedin a task due to 

assistana by other group members. For example， a student who is in trouble 

because he does not know what to say in English can receive support合om

other group members， and then he can decide what to say in English， and 

may eventually achieve the goa1oftask. 

On the other hand， on analyzing the students' communication strategies， 

the author found that the students did not gradually use avoidana， conscious 
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tr官 lsfer，and appeals for assistance as the experimental classes processed. 

Referringωthat point， the author considers that cooperative lear・ningmay 

also have an influenωon decreasing the frequency of using those 

communication strategies. In other words， it can be conside詑 dthat even less 

competent students will be able ωachieve the goal ωin鈎ractwith others in 

English by the assistance from other group members. 

However， through analyzing the students' interaction， the author found 

that many students had the必fficultiesin telling others their thoughts or 

opinions because they did not know how ωexpress these in English. In other 

words， they could not think of what words or phrases to use in orderぬ

express their thoughts and opinions. It is the best way that the teacher 

teaches such students the appropriate expressions， but the activities in the 

experimental classes were classi.fied into open'ended tasks; in other words， 

each of the students had different thoughts and opinions，回 theyhad ωuse 

di笠erentwords and phrases depending on these. Refen1.ng to those problems， 

the author would like ωsuggest that the teachers listen carefully to students' 

interaction as much as possible during the activities. Mo問 overthey can 

correct students' needs with questionnairモ出 the end of class， and tβach the 

expressions which the students want to know at the next class little by little， 

too. 

Although the author showed the samples of only one group， it could be 

said that cooperative learτunghadanむuluenceon the changes of the students' 

communication strategies in EFL class from the reasons mentioned above. 

The author believes that c∞perative learning has a lot of possibilitiesω 

promote students' learning， and cooperative leanung will be necessary for 

English learning in order ωenable students ωleam English more practically. 

The author will continue to seek for other possibilities that he ∞uld not 

discover in this study企umnowon.

7. Lirnita録。m

Although the author observed and analyzed the Group A s加dents'

interaction when he analyzed the change of the students' communicative 

strategies， he could not always observe and analyze eveηr student's 

interaction 関与uarlybecause of an equipment problem.宮leexperimenter 
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prepared a色ced-pointcamera for the group， but there were some cases where 

回 meof the group students moved to another desks depending on the 

activities in the experimental classes. Therefore， he could not precisely verifシ

how their communication strategies changed through the experimental 

classes. 

(注)本稿は修士論文 fExploratoryResearch on the Change of the Students' 

Language Learning Beliefs and Communication Strategies泊 aCooperative 

Learr山19EFL ClassJの一部である。
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